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By introducing the concept of the amalgamation of automata, we discuss their structure 
and classification i  terms of characteristic semigroups,  when the input  is a free semigroup 
generated by a set of input  symbols. We demonstrate in this paper a direct product  
decomposabil ity of automata, and discuss the hierarchy of automata which is characterized 
by the characteristic semigroups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For the study of the completely specified, deterministic finite automata, let us introduce 
here a finite characteristic semigroup i(A) (or 1). In this paper, we consider the case 
that the input semigroup I of automata is a free semigroup Z+ generated by X, a finite 
set of input symbols. 
Our discussion in this paper is mainly on the transition diagram (hereafter referred 
to as the transition structure) of the automata. As the transition structure is independent 
of the null word, we consider the case I -- Z + only. 
We introduce the concept of the amalgamation of weakly connected automata to 
characterize the transition structure of automata. 
First, we show that there is an isomorphism between i(A) of automata represented 
by an amalgamation f weakly connected automata nd that of a direct product of the 
weakly connected automata. From this fact automata represented by the amalgamation 
can be decomposed into a direct product of automata with the isomorphic haracteristic: 
semigroup. 
Second, in the light of Oehmke's work [9], we present he transition structure of 
automata using an amalgamation a d a direct sum of quotient automata of that generated 
by the characteristic semigroup. The result holds for those automata in which each i
contains a left identity. 
Finally, we classify automata ccording to their characteristic semigroups, and arrive 
at the following new results in the inclusion of the classes of automata: The class of 
state independent automata is properly included by that of right group type automata. 
The class of quasi-perfect automata is equivalent o that of weakly connected state 
independent automata under the condition that the characteristic semigroup contains 
an identity such that it can induce only the state transition to itself for all states. 
The other inclusions are also discussed. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1. An automaton is a triple A = (Q,I ,  M), where Q is a nonempty 
finite set of states, I is an input semigroup, and M, called the state transition function of A, 
is a mapping of Q • I into Q, which is defined by M(q, xy) -- M(M(q,  x), y) for all 
qE Q and x, y ~I.  
In  this paper I is a free semigroup Z+ generated by ~', a finite set of input symbols. 
DEFINErION 2. Let p~ be a relation on I defined as follows: 
xpQy(x, y ~ I) ~ M(q, x) = M(q, y) for q e Q- 
Let p =~ ~o Pq. Then the quotient semigroup i (A)  (or for short, i) of I by p is called 
the characteristic semigroup of A. 
The fundamental utomaton A = (Q, I, M) of A = (Q, I, M) is defined as 
M(q, [x]) = M(q, x) for all q e Q and x e I. 
(A is often used in this paper.) 
An alternating sequence of states and input symbols (or input words) qoxlql "" x=q n 
in which M(qi-1, xi) ~- qi or M(qi ,  xi) ~ qi-1 for each qi ~ Q and xi ~ 2~ (or I), where 
i ~ j implies q~ v ~ q~, is called a semipath from qo to q,,. 
DEFINITION 3. A = (Q, I, M) is called weakly connected iff there exists a semipath 
from q to q' for all q, q' ~ Q. 
DEFINITION 4. A = (Q, I, M)  is a direct sum of Ai = (Qi,  I, Mi) (i = 1 .... , t ~ 1), 
denoted by A = @~=l.t A~, iff (l)Q -- I.J~=~.t Q~, where i va j implies Q~ n Qj = 2~, 
and (2) q c Qi implies M(q, x) = Mi(q, x) for all q ~ Q and x E I. 
PROPOSITION ]. Let A = @i=1.~, Ai and let ](Ai) = I/pi for i = 1,..., m. Then 
](A) =: I/(('1~=1.,,, Pi). 
A partition r on Q is called a partition with the substitution property (referred to 
as an SP partition) iff qrq' implies M(q, x)rM(q' ,  x) for all x e l  [4]. Then AT = 
(Q , , I ,  3I,) is called the quotient automaton of A = (Q,I ,  M) by r, where Q, = 
{[q]~ i q ~ Q} ([q]~ means a block of r containing q ~ Q and is often abbreviated to qr), 
and M~([q]~, x) [M(q, x)], for all q e Q and x E I. 
Given automata A 1 = (O l , I ,  M1) and A., = (Q2, I, M2) , a mapping f of Q1 into 
(onto) Q2 is called a homomorphism of A 1 into (onto) A 2 ifff(M~(q, x)) = M~(f (q) ,  x) 
for all q e Q and x ~ I. Such f is denoted as f :  A 1 ~-~-tnto(onto) A2. If f :  A l'x'~onto A2 
is bijective, then it is called an isomorphism of AI onto A~, which is denoted as 
f: A 1 ~ A 2 . A 1 'x~into(onto)Ae and A 1 ~-A  2 means A 1 is homomorphic into (onto) 
A2 and .41 is isomorphic onto A2, respectively. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let S be an arbitrary finite semigroup. Then an automaton ~ = 
(S, S, Ms)  , defined by Ms(u, v) ~ u 9 v (" is an operation of S and in what follows 
9 is often omitted), is called an automaton generated by S. 
It is known that -f(~is) ~ S iff S is left reductive and that if S has a left identity then 
S is left reductive [2, 7]. 
The concept of ~[s can be found in [2]. 
Remark 1. In general, i(9.1s) is a homomorphic image of S (in the semigroup 
theoretical sense). 
DEFINITION 6. A'  == (Q' , / ,  M')  is a subautomaton of A = (Q,I,  M), denoted as 
A'  C A, iff (1) Q' _c Q, (2) M '  = m l (Q' x I )  (the restriction of M to Q' x I), and 
(3) M'(q, x) ~ O' for all q ~ Q' and x E I. 
Remark 2. If A'  C A then i(A') is a homomorphic image of i(A). 
Remark 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween subautomata of ~ s and 
right ideals of S. 
An equivalence relation 7r on S is called a right congruence iff s~rs' implies stzrs't for 
all t ~ S. The definition of a quotient automaton of 9~s by 7r, denoted by (~[s)~ or 9.I~, 
is similar to A~. 
The next theorem can be easily verified. 
THEOREM l. Let A be any finite automaton. Then A ~ (~i=L~ Ai  for some t, where 
each A s is weakly connected. 
THEOREM 2. Let A =: (~i=l.t Ai  be any finite automaton. Then i(A) = S is isomorphic 
to a subdirect product of i (Ai) ,  i 1,..., t. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is obvious by Proposition I. 
Remark 4. Let ~o be the universal relation on S and let []  be the composition of 
relations9 Let a~ = p~/p. I f  each a,: satisfies (~1 c3 ... n a~) Da~.~l = (o and (~i=l ,t  ~i = ~S, 
then I/p is isomorphic to the direct product of I/p~, i = 1,..., t [7]. If Ai _~ As (i, j = 1,..., t; 
i :/-j), then p~ == pj,  and I/p ~ I/p~. And this implies that i (A )  is not necessarily 
isomorphic to the direct product of i(A;), i = 1,..., t. 
3. AMALGAMATION OF AUTOMATA 
An amalgamation of automata, which is regarded as a generalization of the direct 
sum, is defined and using the direct sum and the amalgamation the transition structure 
of automata is characterized algebraically9 
3.1. Amalgamation of Automata 
Roughly speaking, the amalgamation is to join some weakly connected automata 
by identifying the isomorphic subautomata of them. 
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DEFINITION 7. Let Ai = (Q i , / ,  M,.) (i = 1, 2) be weakly connected. Then A = 
(Q, I, M)  is called an automaton composed of the amalgamation of A~ and A 2 (with 
respect o A~' and A.o'), denoted by A = Ax(A~') [] A2(A~'), iff the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(I) For A~' C A~ ; i = 1, 2, f21: A~'~ A~'. 
(2) Q =- Q lwQ2,whereQ2 =Q2-Q2 '  =(q~Q, , iqCQ~'} .  
(3) (i) M(q, x) := Mx(q, x) for all q ~ Q~ and x 6 I,  
(ii) M(q, x) =~ M~(q, x) if Me(q, x) ~ Oz for all q ~ ~)~ and x 6 / ,  
(iii) M(q, x) -- fz~(M~(q, x)) if Mz(q, x) ~ Q~' for all q ~ Qz and x ~ I. 
From this it is clear that M is well defined. 
It  should be indicated that the operation of amalgamation depends on the choice 
of the isomorphism f.~: A~' -+ AI' .  
The amalgamation of A~ ,..., A~ (k ~ 3) is defined recursively: 
s / i  [ ]  .~ i (A l i ,  A~2i, i | ,  k - -  1)  
i=1,7,~ 
[] A~(A~, A2~, i = | ,  k - -  2) ( l k -1 )  [ ]  A~(A~_~), 
where A~CN,=~. jA , : (A ;~,A~, i= l , j - -  1), A'2~CA~+~ for j=2  ..... k - -  1 and 
t t r 
~l~=t 2A,(AI~, A2~, i - -  1, 1) - -  A~(A'lt ) [] A2(Ae~ ).
t t In what follows the amalgamation A~(A~')[] A2(A~' ) and [];=i.kA~ (A~, A~i , 
i =: 1, k - -  1) will often be abbreviated as A 1 []  A e and []i=l.k Ai,  respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A -  []i=l,7~A i and let i (A i ) - - I /p i  for i ~-1 .... , k. Then 
i(A) ..... I/(0~._1.1. p~). 
The proof of this statement is omitted, since it is clear from Definition 7. 
Remark 5. I (  [] i-1,1,. Ai) ~ i (Oi=a,k Ai) by Propositions 1 and 2. 
Let V : S tA T, where S is a semigroup, T any set. Let q~ be an arbitrary mapping 
from V onto S such that q~(s) = s for s E S and q~(t) - -  s t for t E T and s t ~ S. Define 
an operation o on V as follows: 
x o y - -  q~(x) 9 q)(y) for all x, y e V. 
It  is easily shown that V is a semigroup with respect o o. V (with o) is called an inflation 
of S (with respect o T and ~o) and is denoted by V = Inf(S, T, ~0), V = Inf(S, T), 
or V =: Inf(S). V -~ Inf(S) is a special case of an ideal extension of S [7]. 
Since the proofs of Propositions 3 and 4 require routine computation only, they are 
omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  V = Inf(S, T, qa) then i (~lv) ~/(~2[s)- 
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Let B and Ps be the set of all binary relations on S and that of right congruences 
on S, respectively. We define a mapping L of B into B as 
L(~r) = {(x, y) I sxrrsy for all s ~ S}, where zr ~ B and x, y ~ S. 
Remark 6. I f  S has a left identity, then L is a closure operator such that L(~r) C 7r. 
If  w ~ Ps then L(zr) is the unique maximal congruence contained in ~r and L(~r x n zr2) = 
L(Tq) n L(Tr2) for rr I and zr 2 in Ps [2]. 
Remark 7. Let r 6 Ps and 9~ = (S~, S, M,). Then 1(9~) = S/L(-c). 
The definition of L and the result of Remark 7 can be found in [2], 
Let us define a relation 0 on V = Inf(S, T, ~0) by r E Ps as 
(i) sos' iff s-rs' for all s, s' ~ S, 
(ii) tOt' i f ft  = t' for all t, t '~T ,  
(iii) 0 is a null relation in other cases. 
We denote 0 = ex(~-, T) or 0 =- ex(7). Clearly 0 is a right congruence on V. 
PROPOSITION 4.  Let  9~ o ~ (~z)o = (Vo , S, mo), where V = Inf(S, T, ~o), 0 = 
ex(r, T), S = i(~Is), and -c ~ Ps . Then i(gg(o) _~ S/L(r). 
The following propositions are verified from Propositions 3 and 5, and from Proposi- 
tions 2 and 4 and Remark 6, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 5. i(~[0) = f(~V) iffL(r) =- Ps, where Sips = f(9~s). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let ~ = [~i=l.k ~[o, 9 Then ](~) = S/L(Ni=I. k "ri). 
3.2. Direct Product and Amalgamation of Automata 
A direct product of automata is defined in this section, and it is shown that the charac- 
teristic semigroup of a direct product of automata is isomorphic to that of the amalgama- 
tion. The direct product decomposition of automata is discussed. 
DEFINITION 8. A = (Q , I ,M)  is a direct product of Ai = (Q~,I, MO (i = I,..., 
k ) 2), denoted by A = @i=1.~ Ai ,  iff A satisfies 
(1) Q=-Qx •  • Qk, 
(2) M(q, x) = (Ml(ql , x),..., Mk(qk, x)) for all q = (ql .... , qk) ~ Q (q~ e Q, i = 
1 ..... k) and x ~ I. 
DEFINITION 9. A~ (QD, I, M D) is called a direct product 
A = (Q, I, M)  iff A D satisfies 
(1) A D --= @~=l.k A~ (k ~ 2), [ Qi ] ~ I Q I for i = 1,..., k, 
(2) i (n~) ~_ i(A). 
decomposition of 
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In the following S is assumed to have a left identity. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 9~D = ~i=l ,k  ~r t , where 9.1,, = (S,, ,  S, M,,), i = 1 ..... k (~2).  
Then i(9.1 D) ~ S/L(('] i=I, k ~'i). 
Proof. Let  1(9.I D) = Sip. Then apb for a, b ~ S ~> MO((s~'q ,..., s~'~), a) = MO(Slr~ , 
..., s~r,), b) for all (sir ~ ,..., s,r~) e S~x • '"  • S~,  where s 1 ,..., s~ ~ S <> (s~ar~ .... , 
s~a,~) = (sxbrx ,..., s~b.r~) for all (Sl~'X ,..., S~T~) ~ S, ,  • "'" • S, ,  ~-  ha'q = s~brx ,..., and 
s~a~-~ = s~br, for all sir ~ ~ S~ ,..., s~r~ ~ S** ~:. sxar~s~b,..., and s~ar~s~b for all s~ ,..., st~ 
S .r aL(r~)b ..... and aL(r~)b .r a(Ni=l.~L(ri))b. This implies i(~[ D) ~ S[(~i=~.~L(ri) ) = 
S]L((']i=a.~ r,). Q.E.D. 
The next proposition follows from Remark 5 and Propositions 4, 6, and 7. 
PROPOSITION 8. i (~i=t,~ o,) ~ i(@i=l.k ~[o,) ~ i(@i=l.k ~o,) ~ S/L(Ni=L~ "ci), where 
~0, ~ (~, )0 , ,  Vr = Inf(S, T~, ~,), 0 i = ex(z,, T,), i ~ 1,..., k. 
The next theorem follows from Proposition 8. 
THEOREM 3. I f  A - -  @i=l.,,([~j=a.~ A~), where m + ~2/=l,m hi ~ 3, then A has a 
direct product decomposition A D = @i=t.,,(@~=l,k, Ais). And furthermore if .4 ~ 9.I = 
@i=~,~([~=~.7~, ~0 ),  then L(0~=t.,,(~=l.k, -rij)) : ~s , where I (A)  = S, ~[o, ---- (~[~,)o~j , 
Vii = Inf(S, Ti~ , 9ij), and Oij = ex(rij, Tii). 
The next proposition is easily established. This describes the direct product decom- 
position of ~0,  in Theorem 3. In the following oA0, is denoted as 9.[ 0 for simplicity. 
PROPOSITION 9. I f  ~Io has a direct product decomposition of the form 9.I ~ = @i=l.r ~0~ 
then Oi , i = 1,..., r, can be chosen such that L(0i=I.~ *i) = L(,) ,  where I Vo [ >~ I Vo~ ], 
V = Inf(S, T), Vi = Inf(S, Ti), 0 = ex(r, T), and 0i = ex(ri,  Ti) for i = 1 ..... r, and 
conversely. 
Remark 8. I t  is well known that -?(@i=l,k Ai) is isomorphic to the subdirect product 
of i(Ai), i = 1,..., k (>~2). 
4. REPRESENTATION OF AUTOMATA BY AMALGAMATION AND DIRECT SUM 
In this section we show that an automaton whose characteristic semigroup has a left 
identity is represented by the amalgamation and the direct sum of weakly connected 
automata. 
Our main purpose in this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (Q, I, M)  be weakly connected in which i (A )  has a left identity. 
Then A = []i=i.~Ai and .ff ~ []i=a.~o~ for some k (>~1) determined by A,  where 
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~o, = (~v)o ,  ~--- z~ = (Q,, i, Mi), Vi = Inf(S, Ti, ~oi) , O~ = ex(ri, Ti), ri e Ps ,  I Q 1 >/1, 
I S [ >/1  for i --=- 1 .... , k, andL(O,=,.,~ 7"i) = t S , 
This theorem is proved by the following lemmas. 
Let S = i (A )  = {s~ ,..., s,}, and let eL be a left identity of S. Choose an element 
q~ ~ Q such that M(q I , eL) = q~ . There exists such a state since eze L = e L . 
Let ~'x be a relation on S such that si'qs~ .~ M(q~, s i )=  M(qx ,  s~). Let S/~'x = 
{S~),..., S(1~ } ~ S , .  Let .//a = (Q~, i, Ma) be the subautomaton of ./i generated by 
the state qa, where Q~ = {qu ,--., qx~} (q~ ~ Qa) and let q~ = M(qa, s) for s ~ $1 (v), 
y = 1 ..... p~. Then we have Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1 [9]. A~ = (Q~, I, M1) ~ 9[,~ = (S~,  S, Mq). 
Let S~ = {e 1 .... , e~} C S be the set of all left identities of S, and let Di = {q E Q I 
M(q, ei) - -  q} and Q~ = (3i=1.~ Di ,  respectively, where i vL j does not always imply 
D~ n Dj = ~.  Select qL ~ Q~ and let .//~ = (Qz, i, -ML) be the subautomaton of / i  
- -  S (~ generated by the state q~, where QL = (q~ ,..-, q~} and qL~, = M(qL,  S) for s ~  , 
= 1,..., p~ . 
Construct Qi for each qi ~ O, and delete any Q~ such that Oi c_ Qi for some Oi .  Let 
Q1 .... , Q~ (k ~ 1) be the remainder of the deletion. I f  we put Q~ = [.)i=~.z: Qi and 
T ----- Q - Q, ,  respectively, then M(t, s~) ~ Q, for all t 6 T and s~ ~ S. More precisely, 
if M(t ,  en)= q~i~ QL C Q~ (1 ~ L ~ k) (such QL may exist more than once) for 
e~, 6 Se such that m(qL,  eh) = qL, then M(t ,  s~) = M(t ,  ehs~) = tVT(M(t, en), s~) = 
M(q~ , s~) = M(M(qz  , s), s~) = M(q~ , ss~) = M(q~, s') = qz~ e QL , where s e S~ ) and 
s' = ss~ ~ S(~ ). Thus we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q~ and T be defined above. Then for each t ~ T there exist eh ~ Se 
and an index L such that M(t ,  e~.) = qzi ~ QL C_ Q~ (1 <~ L <~ k) where M(qL , et~) = qL , 
and _~(t, sj) = qL~: ~ QL for sj ~ S where s' ~- ss~ E S[  k) and s E S(~ ). 
Let us define Ti = {t ~ T [ M( t ,  e') ~ Qi for some e' 6 S,} for i = 1,..., k. Then we 
can put T = Q - Q.~ = (Ji=l,7~ T i ,  where i v~ j does not always imply T, n Tj = ;~. 
By the above consideration we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3._ A-r, = (QT, , 1,/Mr,) ~ 9[o, -~ (Vo, , S, Mo,), where QT~ = Qi u Ti , Mr, = 
~ [ (Qr, • I), V i = Inf(S, Ti , cpi), 0 i = ex(ri, Ti), and ri E Ps  . ri and qJi are defined as 
s~risk ~ -~(qi , s~) = M(qi  , sk), and cpi(t ) = s <:~ M(t ,  e') = J/i(qi , s) = qiJ E Qi 
for s ~ S~ ~), t ~ T, and a f ixed e' ~ Se such that M(qi  , e') = qi . 
Proof. Define a mapping gi: Qr, -~ Vo, as 
g~(qij) = SI j) for all qij e Qi and gi(t) = [t]o, for all t ~ T, .  
(gi I Qi): A~ = (Qi, I, Mi) ~_ 9[,, = (S,, ,  S, M,,) by  Lemma 1 and _gi I Ti is bijective 
by the definition of g~, so that gi is bijective. Let M(t ,  e') = q~ = M(q i , s) for t ~ T~ 
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and s e S~ j> and for e' E S~ given in the definition of (Pi 9 Then Mr~(t , sk) = qiL = 
Mr, (q i ,  s') for all sk e S, where s' = ss~ e S~ L). Consequently, g~(Mr,(t, s~)) = gi(qiL) = 
S$ z), while Mo~(gi(t), sly) Mo~([t]o, , s~,) = [t o Sk]o, = [9(t)s~]o, = [ssk]o~ = [s']o, = S~ L'. 
This implies gi: At ,  ~ ~[0~ 9 Q.E.D. 
Remark 9. -//r, C A. And if M(q~, s) = M(q~, s'), then we can define 9(t) = s' 
since s~-is' implies [ss~],~ = [s's~],~ for all s~ 6 S. 
Remark 10. Let C = {Qa ..... Q~} be defined above. Since A is weakly connected, 
there exists Q~ ~ C such that Qi n Q~ :/: ~ for each Qi ~ C. Furthermore, select an 
arbitrary element Q~ 6 C and set ~)~ = Q~. And set the element of ith selection as Qi 
for i = 1,..., k. Set Q(1) = Ot and Q(i+~) = Q(i) t3 Qi+~ for i = 1 ..... k - I. Then we 
can select Qi+i such that Q") n 0i+l =7(= ~ for i = 1 ..... k - -  1, if k >~ 2. 
' /~  Let Qr~ = Qr Qr.~, where Qr = Qi k) Ti ,  Qi e C (z = 1, 2) and Qi ~ O~ # ~3 
__ 1 1 ' i ~ " 
t e - - - !  - -  - - t  - -  t - t 
Then A = (Qr l2 , I ,  M~I ) C A, where M~i ~ = M[  (Qrx ' • I). Qr~ corresponds to 
Q~' of Definition 7. 
The next lemma is easily established. 
LEMMA 4. Let A~ be defined above. Then &2 = (QT , I, Mr  ) ~- 96o (gA() [] 
12 - - t  12  - -  1 
9~02(~2'), where Q'r,~ = Qr~ L) QT, , 9~i' C 9~o, such _that 9~ i' ~ Ar l  ~ and 93[0, is defined 
in Lemma 3 for i = l, 2. And Mv~ 2 - M]  (Qr~ 2 • I).  
We propose the following algorithm to establish Theorem 4. 
ALGORITHM 0. 
(n ~ 1). 
Step 1. 
and define 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Let A = (Q, I, M)  be weakly connected and i (A)  = S = {s 1 ,..., s,} 
Let S,, - -  {el ,..., e~} C S (1 ~ a ~< n) be the set of all left identities of S, 
D i -- {q ~ Q [ q = _~4(q, el) } for each ei ~ S~ and let Q~ = [.)i=1.~ Di.  
For each qi E Q~ , construct Qi and let C * = {Qi ] i = 1,..., [ Qe I}. 
Delete Qj from C * such that Qj c_ Qi for some Qie c*. Let Q1 .... , QT~ 
(k > 1) be the remainder and put C = {Q1 ,-.., Qe}, Q~ = [..)i=l.k Qi and T = Q - Q , ,  
respectively. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Step 6. 
Step 7. 
Step 8. 
Step 9. 
Ai of . / / is  
SetC  (~ =C,  0 (~ = Z ,C  0= ~.  
Set r 1. 
I f  r .... I go to Step 7. Otherwise go to Step 8. 
Select any Qi ~ C (~ Go to Step 9. 
Select Qi E C (r-l) such that Q(r-ll (~ Qi =/= c .  
Set Q, Qi and ~ = qi, where qi is the state by which the subautomaton 
generated. Define a relation ~-~. on S as 
- -  r 
s~r~sk~M(~ r ,sj) = M(~r, s~). 
Step lO. 
Step 11. 
Step 12. 
where % is defined for each t 6 T~ as 
cp,,.(t) = s <=> M(t, eL) = M(~r , s) E Qr 
such that M(gb, eL) = ~,  where s e S. Set ~[~ = ~o~- 
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Set Q(~) Q,,#-i> k9 Q,< and C~ = C~_ i k; {Q~}. 
Define T r = {t ~ T[ 2~(t, e~) e 0~ for some e i e Se}. 
Construct~10,. = (Vo, S, Mo, ) for Vr = Inf(S, T~, %) and 0~ = ex(~-~, T~), 
for a fixed eL e S~ 
Set Qr(r - 1)' = Qr(r - 1) t3 Qr~. 
Set A (r- l ) '  = (Qy(r .  - -  1)', i )  MT(r  - -  1)')) where Mr(r -- 1)' = M [ 
(g r ( r  - 1)'  >,I i ) .  
Step 24. Set A(" ~)(A (,-i)') [ ]  Ar(A ('-~>') = A ('). 
, ~W- i ) ,  , Step 25. Construct o.I(~-i)(9.1 (~-l)') []  ~!;,(9.1~ ), where C ~[(r-1) and ~[~ C~ 
such that ~[(~ t)" _~ A(~-~>' ~ ~[/. 
Step 26. Set ~21 (~) = ~2[ (r-i) []  ~1~. 
Step 27. If r < k go to Step 28. Otherwise go to Step 29. 
Step 28. Setr  =r+ 1 and return to Step 6. 
Step 29. The algorithm terminates. 
The next lemma follows from Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. 
LEMMA 5. I f  all the elements in C are selected then the algorithm terminates. At that 
time we have Jl =-[]i=1,~ Ai and Am [] i=~,~[i ,  where each -di = (Qi, I ,  M~)~ 
~1~ -- ~1o~ =- (Vo~ , S, Mo~). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem follows from Lemma 5, the algorithm above, 
and Propositions 2 and 4. Q.E.D. 
Step 13. SetQr,  =Q,u  T, r. 
Step 14. Set C (~1 C- -  Cr. 
Step 15. Set A,  (Qr r , [, M--r,), where Mr,. = 2~ ] (Qrr • i). 
Step 16. I f r  =: 1 go to Step 17. Otherwise go to 20. 
Step 17. Set ~("> = ~21,.. 
Step 18. Set ~I (') =~:.AT r. 
Step 19. Set QT(r) : :  Qr,.. Go to Step 27. 
Step 20. Set Qr(r) = Qr(r - 1) u Qr,. 
Step 21. Set A (r) (Qr(r),i, Mr(r)) , where 2~rr(r ) = M]  (Qr(r) • i). 
Step 22. 
Step 23. 
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The next theorem follows from Theorems 1 and 4 and Propositions 1 and 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let ./1 =~ (Q, I, M)  be any finite automaton such that i (A )  = S has 
a left identity. Then A = @i=l,m([]j=l,ki 2~ij ) ~ @i=l,m([]j=l,kt ~[iJ) for some m and k i 
(i = 1,..., m), where Ai~ -~ ~li~ ~ ~Io, = (Vo,  , S, 214o,) and 
L(n(n .,))--,.. 
i=l,m j= l ,k  i I I  
5. CLASSIFICATION OF AUTOMATA 
Finite automata whose characteristic semigroups have left identities are classified 
according to their characteristic semigroups using the results of the last section. 
Let S be a semigroup. As stated in Remark 3, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between subautomata of 9As and right ideals of S. S is called right simple if S has no 
right ideals except S itself. And S is right simple iff aS = S for any a ~ S [7], so that 
the next proposition can be obtained. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let S be a semigroup. Then 9~ s is strongly connected iff  S is right 
simple. 
A = (Q, 1, M)  is strongly connected iff  M(q,  x) = q' for all q, q' ~ Q and some x ~ L 
The next proposition follows from Definition 7 and Proposition 10. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let S be a right simple semigroup and let Vi = Inf(S, T i ,  q~i), 
Oi = ex(ri, Ti) for i ~-1 .... , k (>~2), where *i ~Ps .  Then there exists no nontrivial 
amalgamation of ~2Io ~ , i - -  1 ..... k. 
A semigroup S is called a right group iff there exists only one c 6 S such that ac = b 
for all a, b ~ S [7]. There are many equivalent definitions of a right group [7]; for 
example, 
RG- I .  S is a right group iff S is isomorphic to the direct product of a group and 
a right zero semigroup, 
RG-2. S is a right group iff S is a right simple semigroup with a left identity. 
DEFINITION 10. A = (Q, I, M) is called left identity type (AL), identity type (AI), 
right simple type (AaS), right group type (AR6), group type (A ~ iff i(A) is a semigroup 
with a left identity, a semigroup with an identity, right simple, a right group and a group, 
respectively. 
The class of each type automata is denoted by K such as K(A L) for A t. 
Remark 11. For the explanation of the inclusions, we shall use the class of the 
right simple type automata, K(ARS). 
The following discussion is on K(AG).  
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DEFINITION 11 [11]. A ~ (Q , I ,M)  is called a permutation automaton (AP) iff 
q @ q' implies 3-l(q, [x]) @ ~r(q', [x]) for all q, q' 6 Q and [x] e l .  
DEFINITION 12 [6, 10]. A = (Q, I, M) is called quasi-perfect (Aqp) iff A is strongly 
connected, state independent (Definition 13), and group type. 
It has been proved in [1, 6] that -4qP~_ oA a for some group G. And it has already 
been shown in [8] that if A P is strongly connected then AP~ ~l~ = (oda),, where 
G ~_ i(A ~) and z is a right congruence on G. The more general result on A P is described 
in [11]. 
Remark 12. It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
right congruences (congruences) on a group G and subgroups (normal subgroups) 
of G. And i (An) ~ G/N for A~z = (Gu,  G, MH) , where Gn is the set of all right cosets 
of G modulo H and N ('],~a a-~Ha [2]. Ms  is defined by Mz(Ha,  b) = Hab for all 
Ha ~ G~t and b ~ G. 
We have already established the following lemma in I11]. 
LEMMA 6 [11]. K(A G) ~ K(A P) ~ K(AqP). 
AqP is called perfect (A pA) and a counter (A e) iff G is abelian and cyclic, respectively, 
where Aqp ~ ~[o . It is well known that K(AqP) ~ K(A  vA) ~ K(Ae). 
The next lemma follows from the definition of a right group, RG-2. 
LEMMA 7. K(A L) ~ K(ARG), K(A Rs) ~ K(A RG) and K(A R~ = K(A L) rq K(ARS). 
Remark 13. A right group is a group if it has an identity [7]. 
Next we discuss the state independency of automata introduced by Trauth [|0]. 
DEFINITION 13. A = (Q,I,  M)  is called state independent, denoted by A sl, iff 
pq = pq. for all q, q' E Q. 
Remark 14. i(A sl) =:- I/pq for any q ~ Q. 
The next theorem has already been obtained in [6]. 
THEOREM 6 [6]. A =: (Q, I, M)  is strongly connected and state independent iff A ~ ~,  
where S is a right group. 
The following lemma has already been verified in [5]. 
LEMMA 8 [5]. Let S be a right group, and let "r be a right congruence on S. Then ~ 
is state independent iff ~ is a congruence on S. 
We will show K(A RG) ~ K(A sI) in the following. 
LEMMA 9. Let A (Q, I, M)  be state independent. Then I(A) is a right group. 
Proof. By the definition, if M(q, s~sj) = M(q, sk) for some q E Q then M(q', sis~) = 
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M(q',  sk) for all q' e Q, where s i , s t and s~ e I/pq = I (A) .  Let q e Q be arbitrarily fixed, 
and let/(A) = I/pq ~-- {s I ,..., s,} = S(n  >~ 1). Let Qq = {q~ l qi ~- M(q, si), i - -  1 ..... n}. 
Then ] Qq L - n since i ~ j implies M(q, si) @ M(q, sj). There are two cases for each 
q Q. 
(1) q has a self-loop such that M(q,  s~) = q, and si e S is uniquely determined 
by q since A is state independent. 
(2) q has no self-loop. 
Case 1. (In this case q e Qq .) Clearly, s i is a left identity of S since /M(q, sisj) = 
m(q ,  st) for all sj E S (in Fig. 1, s~ is such an element). Let ~i~ = (Qq, i ,  Mq), where 
M a = M ] (Qq • i ) .  Then A a C A, and there exists a right congruence ~-on S such that 
_/i ~9.1, ~(S ,  S ,M, )  as in Lemma 1. ~" =rs  since I Qq] =n,  so that A a~gxs  q  , _ _  9 
Let A be state independent, I Qq I = n and Aq C A. Let qe = M(q, sk) e Q~. Then 
there exists st(e) E S such that ]~r(q~, s.(k)) = qe, and ~r(qe, &) @ 2~r(qe, s~) if e~ :/= fi 
for &, s o e (S --  {st(~)}). Thus 9.Is is strongly connected, which implies S is right simple 
by Proposition 10. Since S has a left identity, S is a right group by RG-2. 
151 
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FIG. 1. Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 11. 
Case 2. (In this case qr  Qq. Refer to Fig. 2.) Let q ie  Qa. Then M(q i ,  sj) - -  
M(q, sisj) =- M(q, sly) - -  qk e Qq for all sj e S, where sk = sist. Thus Aq = (Q~, I, Mq) C 
_~-, where Mq = M]  (Qq • i ) .  This implies that there exist no qi e Qq and no sj ~ S 
such that M(q l ,  sj) = q. Since A is state independent and ] S] = I Qq I = n, there 
exists SL(i) e S such that M(q i ,  SL(i)) ~ qi for each q~ e Qq. I f  we consider qi as q in 
Case 1, a verification similar to that for Case 1 will complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
FIG. 2. Case 2 in the proof of Lemma 1 I. 
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Lemma 9 shows K(A RG) ~ K(Asl). Now let us prove the proper inclusion by the 
following counterexample. 
Let ~3 4 be a dihedral group of order 8. The defining relation of ~ by the generator x 
and y is x 4 = y2 = (xy)2 (~xyxy)  = e, where e is an identity of ~4 [14]. Let H = {e, y}. 
H is a subgroup of ~4 such that N = (']a~v, a-tHa = {e}. This implies i (An)  
I (~z , )  ~ ~4 by Remark 12. Since H is not normal in ~4,  An is not state independent 
by Lemma 8 and Remark 12. 
Thus we have, 
LEMMA I0. K(A RG) ~ K(ASl). 
LEMMA l 1. Let V =~ Inf(S, T, go), where S is a right group. Then ~[v is state inde- 
pendent. 
Proof. Let a and b be arbitrary elements in V. For all x, y ~ V, xp~y <=~ My(a, x) = 
My(a, y) -~ a o x = a o y ~ cp(a) go(x) = 9(a) go(y) r Ms(go(a), go(x)) ~- Ms(9(a), go(y)) m- 
My(go(a), go(x)) = Mv(cp(a), 9(y)) <. 9(x)p,(~)9(y). Similarly xpby <" 9(x)p~(b)go(y). 9(V) = 
{go(a) [a ~ V} = S by the definition of go. Since o~ s is state independent p~(,) = p,(b), 
so that Pa = Pb 9 Q.E.D. 
By Proposition 11, Theorem 6, and Lemmas 8, 9, and 11, we obtain the next theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be weakly connected. Then A is state independent iff A ~ 9Xv 
for V = Inf(S, T, ~), where S is a right group. 
It is obvious that if A = @i=1,~ Ai is state independent then so are Ai ,  i = 1,..., m 
(/>2). And it is easily established that ~I = @i=1.m 9fly i is state independent for Vi = 
Inf(S, Ti ,  goi), i = 1,..., m, if S is a right group. 
The next theorem follows from Theorems 5 and 7 and the fact stated above. 
THEOREM 8. Let i (A )= S. Then A = @i=l .mAi  is state independent iff Am 
@i=~.m 9.[vJor V~ = Inf(S, Ti , goi), i = 1 ..... m, where S is a right group and Ai _~ 9.Iv. 
The next lemma is also obvious by Remark 13. 
LEMMA 12. K(A R~) D K(A~).  
Remark 15. The transition structure of A RG is given by Proposition 11 as the special 
case of Theorems 4 and 5. 
Now we obtain the next theorem by these results. 
THEOREM 9. K(A L) D K(A'),  K (A  ~) n K(A R~) = K(AG), K(A L) D K(A RG) D K(A  ~) D 
K(A  P) D K(AqP) ~ K(A  PA) D K(Ae), K(A Ro) = K(A L) C~ K(A Rs) D K(ASt), K(A st) -- 
K(A w) :# ,~ and K(A sl) D K(AqP), where A w means A ~ or A P. 
The inclusion in Theorem 9 is shown in Fig. 3. 
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FIG. 3. The inclusion in Theorem 9. 
In the rest of this section we discuss the representation a d the classification of automata 
under the condition that I = 2:+ of A ~ (Q, I, M)  has an element x~ such that M(q, x~) = q 
for all q e Q. 
Then i (A)  is a monoid with identity [x~] o~ e. 
Under this condition T ~ Q - Q~ - ;~ in Algorithm 0, so that we have the following 
corollary by Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A -~ (Q,I ,  M)  be any finite automaton in which I has an 
element x~ such that M(q, Xe) ~- q for all q e Q. Then A ~ Oi=l,,,~([~J=l,Tq A~) ~ ~[ = 
@_i-l.,,,([~]J=l. ~, ~li~)f ~ some m and k i (i -= 1,..., m), where 9.1ii =~ 9J~ij -~ (S, ij , S, M , , )  
A,j and L(~i=l.,,(~j=x,k, ~'i~)) = ts .  
On the basis of Corollary 1, the classification of automata is also obtained as a corollary 
of Theorem 9. A in the case of I = 2:+ is denoted as Aa for the distinction in this case. 
The following lemma is obvious by Corollary 1. 
LEMMA 13. K(A~ F) - -  K(AaI), where Aa F denotes a finite automaton in this case. 
As stated in Remark 13, a right group is a group if it has an identity, so that the next 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 14. K(A~ ~) -- K(AhG). 
Furthermore we obtain the next lemma by Theorem 7 and Lemma 14. 
LEMMA 15. In the class of weakly connected automata, K (A  sI) ~ K(AqP). 
Remark 16. It is easy to see that in the class of weakly connected automata state 
independent automaton A = (Q, I, M)  is quasi-perfect iff I has an element x e such 
that M(q, xe) == q for all q ~ Q. 
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We have already established the following lemma in [11]. 
LEMMA 16 [l l]. K(A~ ~ = K(A P) = K(Aze). 
The following lemma is obtained by Theorem 8, Lemma 15, and the result [11] 
that A p is a direct sum of some strongly connected Ae's. 
LEMMA 17. K(A P) ~ K(ASa I) ~ K(AqP). 
Remark 17. ASt - :  @i=1,,, Ai, where A i~9s  a for i = 1 .... , m, and G is a group. 
By these results we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. K(Aa r) : K(nfl) ~ K(ARa ~ = K(Aa ~ = K(Aa e) = K(A P) ~ K(ASa ') 
K(AqP) 3, K(A pA) ~ K(Ae). 
The inclusion in Corollary 2 is shown in Fig. 4. 
FIG. 4. 
( ) 
The inclusion in Corollary 2. K'(A PA) and K(A e) are omitted here. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We have developed here the algebraic structure theory of automata by introducing 
the concept of an amalgamation of automata and have established the relationship 
between the direct product decomposability and the amalgamation of automata. 
We have shown that the transition structure of an automaton whose characteristic 
semigroup has a left identity can be represented by the amalgamation and the direct sum. 
In addition, we have considered the classification of automata ccording to the charac- 
teristic semigroups, and have presented the complete hierarchy of automata for the 
first time. 
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